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ver the weekend, 20th-22nd February, the Auckland and Waikato branches of the RSCM 

joined together to conduct a Festival of Church Music. Thirty five members and friends of 

RSCMNZ and of affiliated choirs assembled at St Andrew's Anglican Church in Cambridge.  

Besides from the two sponsoring Branches, others came from Auckland, a number of centres in 

the wider Waikato region (including 10 from New Plymouth), and even further south in the 

North Island, as well as two people from Christchurch.  

The Canterbury Chairman, who is also President of RSCMNZ, Paul Ellis MNZM FRSCM, along 

with Neil Shroff MNZM ARSCM, Chairman of the Auckland branch, were joint musical 

directors of the Festival.   

The weekend began on Friday evening with a social hour and a 'read through' of the music to be 

studied and performed in the course of the weekend. The music was a careful selection of pieces 

by both well-known and established church musician, such as Charles Wood and Gerald Knight, 

and more recent and often local composers. Music studied and performed in the two services 

held on the Sunday represented a wide range of styles from Anglican chant, congregational 

mass settings, accompanied anthems, to unaccompanied polyphony. While varying in difficulty, 

the music had been deliberately chosen so that it could be mastered in just four workshop 

sessions by a group of people with a wide range of experience and expertise (some participants 

were not familiar with, for instance, Anglican chant or polyphony). Always mindful that our 

focus was music as a contribution to the worship of God, our days began and ended with short 

periods of devotion and prayers conducted by Neil Shroff.  

The Saturday was the fullest day with four workshop periods, during which the music was learnt 

in both tutti sessions and divided SA/TB groups led respectively by the two directors. Good 

choral singing, of course, involves much more than just getting the notes right; the directors 

rightly insisted on other aspects such as watching the conductor, paying attention to dynamics, 

and other self-evident aspects about which singers have to be reminded frequently. As a short 

break, Paul Ellis gave a presentation on the RSCM programme Voice for Life, which has been in 

use since around the year 2000 in some parts of the country, but which is not especially well-

known everywhere. [Ed. It is soon to become fully digitized.]   

 

he focus of the Sunday was on two services and their corresponding rehearsal times: a 

morning Choral Eucharist, and a late afternoon Celebration of Church Music.  

The Eucharist began with an introit: Teach me, O Lord by Philip Stopford. The Gloria and 

Sanctus/Benedictus was sung to congregational settings G. Murray, and Kyries and Agnus Dei to 

settings by Neil Shroff. We sang Psalm 23 to a particularly beautiful chant by Hylton Stewart. In 

a practise now increasingly common in Aotearoa New Zealand, the Lord's prayer was sung in 

Māori with guitar accompaniment by Merv Hunt, secretary/treasurer of the Waikato branch. The 

communion motet was one of the more difficult of the pieces studied, Of the Glorious Body Sing, 

a metrical translation of St Thomas Aquinas' Pange lingua gloriosi, set by Victoria.  
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The first few lines are polyphonic, which of course requires the different parts to take 

responsibility for their counting and entries, as well as the lines which are not synchronous. The 

bulk of the piece is however largely in four-part parallel alignment.  

 

n the afternoon, a full church participated in and enjoyed a Celebration of Church Music. The 

format of the service was a succession of appropriate readings punctuated by hymns and choir 

contributions, as well as prayers of intercession and a homily both offered by the vicar of St 

Andrew's, the Rev'd Jennie Savage.  

 

The service began with the same introit as the Eucharist, Teach me, O Lord, by Philip Stopford, 

and the choir's further pieces were:  

 

Psalm 33:13-21 to a chant by Gerald Knight; an anthem In darkness and in light composed by 

Chris Artley for Neil Shroff and his wife Susan's golden wedding anniversary; In our service, an 

anthem commissioned by RSCM from composer T. Hewitt Jones in celebration of the 70th 

anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth's accession to the throne; O thou the central orb  by Charles 

Wood, another of the more difficult pieces, especially given its chromaticism; and finally a 

benediction, Now may the God of Peace by Gerald Knight. 

Throughout these services, and indeed throughout the workshops as well, organ accompaniment 

and voluntaries were masterfully played by our two organists, Stephen Hamilton, QSM, from 

Christchurch and David Brookes ARSCM, chairman of the Waikato branch, and director of 

music at All Saints', Matamata.  

The afternoon service was very well received and showed clearly, as had also the morning 

Eucharist, showed clearly the role that music can play in enhancing worship and in lifting the 

heart and minds of participants and congregations.  

A full weekend of music-making! But also other inspiring activities which transpired. The parish 

of St Andrew's were perfect hosts, and the catering from the first nibbles and drinks on Friday 

evening through the morning and afternoon teas and lunch on Saturday to the post-service 

refreshments on Sunday, all organised by Merv Hunt and his family, was outstanding, and very 

gratefully acknowledged. The pinnacle though was the festival dinner on Saturday evening, not 

only in the excellent food and beverages provided, but also in the general conviviality, and 

especially, in the enlightenment by the guest speaker's remarks. Dr Rachael Griffiths-Hughes 

ARSCM, director of music at St Peter's Cathedral, Hamilton, and David Brookes' predecessor in 

the leadership of the Waikato branch, spoke on the history of church music. She did this very 

informatively and entertainingly, by giving an account of Who sang and what did they sing? at 

various stages of European church history, ending with the very valid remark that we, in the 

present, are the very fortunate heirs of this long development, and enjoy all the freedoms and 

repertoire over which battles have been fought in the past.  

  

The weekend was a great success and I am sure all paticipants not only 

enjoyed the experience immensely, but also all went away better equipped to 

use their voices for the Glory of God. 
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